
Installation
FLUSH FLOOR VENT

DO NOT TRY TO INSTALL YOUR NEW FLUSH VENT WITHOUT FIRST READING THESE STEPS.
We highly recommend your contractor install your vent while they are installing your flooring.

It is best to let them know that you want to use our product before they begin.

For a standard vent opening (duct opening) of 4” x 10”, you have received a vent 1” larger – finishing at 5” x 11”.
For a standard vent opening (duct opening) of 3” x 10”, you have received a vent 1” larger – finishing at 4” x 11”.
This is because our flush vent sit a ½” on the subfloor on all 4 sides for support.  This is what allows it to lay flush.

FFor standard size vents, you have received: a flush vent with a coated steel backer bonded to it making it safe to walk on 
after proper installation; a coated diffuser plate, which is also your template and allows you to level your vent.

1. Figure out exactly where your vent will land and 
mark your tiles accordingly, with a pencil.

2. Once you have marked your duct area (4x10), 
find the centre of the hole.

3. Use the template provided, place it over your 
marked centre and trace the template. Giving you 
the vent dimensions an inch larger (5x11).

4. You now have your new vent dimensions marked on 
your tile. 1” longer than your duct work, and 1” wider.

5. Use a saw to carefully cut your tiles as required. 
(You want to avoid any chips as these edges will 

show with the final product.)

6. Install the tiles as usual with mortar, using the 
same size grout line.

7. Place the template/diffuser into your opening with 
the counter sunk holes facing up. Lay the vent on top 
to ensure a good fit while the tiles set in place.

8. Adjust the height of the diffuser plate to allow the 
vent to lay perfectly flush and screw in place.
(Full details are in the video link below.)
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9. Place your new flush floor vent into the opening 
for a look that was Made2Match.

URL:
https://youtu.be/V-NRBrCx2Bw

Scan this QR Code: YouTube Seach:
Made2Match Vent Installation

We know you’ll love the final touch your Made2Match vent brings to your home! Tell us about it by scanning here:

www.Made2Matchvents.com

Watch a quick video with full detailed instrucons:


